Abstract. In geomagnetic navigation, the precision and matching efficiency are highly depended on performance of matching area's suitability. The paper summarizes the status and shortages of some main problems in choosing a suitable area, including feature extraction, building of matching feature system, analyzing and predicting of matching suitability and valuing of the matching suitability. It points out several problems that need to be taken into consideration when choosing a matching area, which helps to put forward and optimize the area suitability choosing strategy.
Introduction
The geomagnetic navigation is a way that based on geographical information. It has the characteristics of passive, covert and nonradiative. Above all, the navigation error does not accumulate with time. As a result, it can be used in all-terrain navigation at any time, especially in cross-sea navigation. However, because of the accuracy of current equipment, geomagnetic navigation now is only an aided way and is usually combined with inertial and satellite navigation.
Choosing of matching-suitable area is very important in geomagnetic aided navigation. Matching suitability is the adaptability of matching method to a geomagnetic map, namely the ability that magnetic features describe the geographical position in matching location [1] . Matching-suitable area is the area in magnetic map with excellent matching performance. Navigating in Matching-suitable area will have high precision and matching efficiency. Generally speaking, choosing of matching-suitable area concludes the next parts: building matching feature system, analyzing and predicting matching suitability and valuing matching suitability, among which, the first is the foundation and the second is the key factor.
Confirmation of Navigation Features
The geomagnetic field is described by seven elements. These are the declination angle D, the inclination I, the northerly intensity X, the easterly intensity Y, the vertical intensity Z, the total intensity F and the horizontal intensity T. Besides, with the development of different geomagnetic models, for example the main magnetic model, the magnetic anomaly model and the enhanced magnetic model, the navigation feature has a large amount of choice.
In terms of physical significance, navigation feature can be divided into intensity information, angle information and gradient information. And in amount of navigation features, it can be regarded as single factor and multi-feature parameters. If navigation origin is considered, it also can be classified as features based on main magnetic field and anomaly magnetic field. The reason why gradient feature is put forward is to avoid the influence of magnetic field's daily change. Choosing anomaly magnetic field for navigation is because the main magnetic field may not have distinct change at some areas, which may lead to false matching. In fact, choosing proper features for navigation is a complicated problem, which considers not only the performance of magnetic sensor, the information involved in the feature, the fluctuation of the geomagnetic field, but also the influence of time-varying field. It is stated that navigation features should take the next factors synthetically [7] :
(1) The feature should be steady in a long term; (2) The feature should not be influenced by short-term magnetic field change; (3) The feature should be closely related to the geographical location; (4) The measurement equipment of the feature should meet the requirements of navigation; (5) The information of the feature should meet the demands of matching method.
Currently, navigation feature selection is mostly based on experience or qualitative analysis, lacking of quantitative analysis.
Build Basic Matching-suitable Feature System
Basic matching-suitable features are the features detected from geomagnetic map. They are used for evaluating the matching suitability of an area. At present, building of basic matching-suitable feature system usually refers to related theories in terrain matching. From different point of view, basic matching-suitable feature can be divided into different types. Here is one classification according to its function:
(1) Features that reflect the fluctuation of the geomagnetic field. For example, the mean value of the magnetic field, mean value of accumulation gradient, standard deviation of grade and so on. These features describe the magnetic field respectively both at the macroscopic and microcosmic level.
(2) Features that reflect the information of the geomagnetic field. For example, the Fisher information and the entropy of the magnetic field, which measured the abundance of magnetic field in a certain area.
(3) Features that reflect the uniqueness of the geomagnetic field. For example, the coefficients of association and the coding distortion of the geomagnetic field. Table 2 lays out several familiar basic matching-suitable features [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . With the development and introduction of new concepts in information theory and statistics, the matching-suitable feature continues to be perfected.
Methods for Analyzing Matching-suitable Area
Zitova put forward the matching suitability problem in vision matching [14] , Pang S. N. analyzed mechanism of false matching and built a prediction model for image matching [15] . Goldenberg pointed out usability of the magnetic field is closely related to the suitability of a selected area [16] . Synthetically, methods for analyzing matching area can be understood from the next aspects:
(1) Decision-making with multi-features. The main idea of the method is taking matching-suitable features as the basic properties of decision-making, and with proper method, a new synthetic feature is constructed, by which the candidate matching areas are sorted in order. As a result, the area with the best synthetic feature is the matching-suitable area. This method guarantees the consistency between the synthetic feature and the suitability index.
There are many methods to construct the synthetic feature. In [17] , it is calculated by sum operation with coefficients of basic matching-suitable features, but the method mainly depends on human factor and hard to control. In order to avoid this problem, some new methods such as principle component analysis (PCA) [18] and analytic hierarchy progress (AHP) [19] are introduced to the decision making scheme. Results show these methods usually have good performance. Wang Peng constructed the evolutional synthetic feature based on genetic expression programming [20] . By selecting the basic matching-suitable features adaptively, their inner advantages are mined sufficiently.
(2) Decision-making by model prediction.
The main idea of the method is to build the accurate model between basic matching-suitable features and the suitability index to predict suitability of candidate areas. Familiar modeling methods are curve (or hook face) fitting and expression establishing [21] [22] .
(3) Decision-making by pattern classification. The main idea of the method is on basis of the matching-suitable features, the candidate matching areas are sorted into suitable and unsuitable matching pattern by some sorting techniques. The sorting techniques can be discriminated analysis [22] , classifier method and hierarchy screening method [23] and so on. Reference [20] generated an adaptively optimistic classifier to select the matching-suitable area, using a GA-SVM algorithm.
Among the three decision-making methods mentioned above, the first two analyze the matching suitability of a certain area qualitatively, where the last gives conclusion quantitatively. Comparatively, decision-making based on multi-features introduces human factor and makes the process subjective. On the other hand, the relationship between the basic matching-suitable features and the suitability index is too complex to accurately model. On the contrary, decision-making based by pattern classification can reduce human factor at the greatest extent. What's more, the complex relationship is integrated into the classifier, avoiding modeling process. It is considered the most important in future matching suitability study.
Matching Suitability Evaluating
Many indexes are put forward to evaluate the matching suitability, such as the matching probability, matching precision, matching error, capture probability and the circular probable error. In them, matching suitability is widely used. But at present, how to calculate it does not have a uniform standard. In [24] , a computing method based on experiment statistic is defined:
In expression (1), CMP (p) represents the right times when a pattern centered on point p matches in candidate matching areas. When CMP (p) is 1, it means the matching is right and when it is 0, the matching fails. CMA represents the candidate matching area, is the total number of right matching, and N CMA is the number of experiment.
In general decision-making scheme, matching suitability evaluating acts only a way to determine whether the suitability analysis and prediction is reasonable. In fact, result of suitability evaluating can feed back to the analysis and prediction process, which is helpful to direct the matching-suitable area selection. Fig. 1 is an improved flow chart for matching-suitable area selection. Fig.1 . Flow chart for selecting matching-suitable area in geomagnetic navigation.
Summary
Based on the analysis above, the next conclusions are gotten:
(1) Confirming navigation feature is precondition of the matching-suitable area selection. Only on basis of proper navigation feature can we build the basic matching-suitable feature system specifically and direct matching-suitable area selection.
(2) Decision-making based by pattern classification can reduce human factor at the greatest extent. What's more, the complex relationship is integrated into the classifier, avoiding the modeling process.
(3) Process of evaluating matching suitability verifies the prediction of suitability. Meanwhile, the result can be used to direct the optimization of decision-making scheme.
